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I. Reading Comprehension (10 Marks) 11 

Read the following passage , then answer the Questions below: 

Muslim scientists are clever and intelligent. They invented many useful inventions. They 
worked hard and they taught hundreds of students. They wrote a lot of books in Science, 
Maths and History. They were good at Medicine and they built hospitals to help ill people. 
They also studied space to learn about the planets. Many scientists around the world read 
those books and used them in their studies. Muslim scientists were great and we shouldbe 
proud of them. 

A) Choose the best answer from a.,b,c and d (4x1% =6) 

1-. Muslim scientists studied space to learn about the .................. 
a) studies 	 b) planets 
c) hospitals 	 d) people 

2- They ..................hundreds of students. 
a) taught 	 b) read 
c) invented 	 d) worked 

3- We should be ..................of the great Muslim Scientists. 
a) clever 	 b) ill 
c) intelligent 	 d) proud 

4- The underlined word "They "in line 1 refers to 
a) inventions 	 b) books 
c) Muslim Scientists 	d) students 

B ) Answer the following questions: (2X2= 4) 

5- What did Muslim scientists write? 
They wrote a lot of books in Science, Maths and History. 

6- Why did Muslim scientists build hospitals ? 
They built hospitals to help ill people. 
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H. Language form & meaning (6 Marks) 

A) Vocabulary (3M) 

Choose the right answer from a,b,c and d: (3x1 =3) 

7- Sony! I .................to do my homework. 
a) wrote 	 b) spoke 
c) made 	 d) forgot 

8- You should have alan ...........before going to the dentist. 
a) appointment 	 b) surprise 
c) project 	 d) piano 

9— My sister bought a new dress. Her ...........is 30. 
a) light 	 b) word 
c) meal 	 d) size 

B) Grammar (3M) 

Choose the right answer from a,b.,c and d:(3x1=3) 

10- Our flight has just .............at Kuwait Airport. 
a) arrive 	 b) arrives 
c) will arrive 	 d) arrived 

11- Babies cannot walk ..........talk. 
a) but 	 b) or 
c)and 	 d)so 

12- Dictionaries are ..........useful books for spelling words. 
a) more 	 b) most 
c) the most 	 d) more than 



16) window 13) shelf 	14) sandals 	15) take off 
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M. Writing (14 Marks) 	• 4&jt _3 J_,t 

J ?j 4•Ifl 

Exposition of ideas, 
paragraphing & 
number of sentences 

Spelling 
Grammar 

Handwriting 
Punctuation 

Total 

7½ 1½ 1 10 

(walking - exercise I useful - health! help - keep fit / stretch - before / wear - shoes ) 

( B ) Fill in the missing letters in each word : (4 x 1 =4 ) 

( A ) Write a short paragraph of 5 sentences on (Walking) with the help of the picture 
and guide words (lOmarks) 


